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1 A bstract
The reality and convexity of the effective potential in quantum  field theories has been studied extensively in 
the context of Euclidean space-time. It has been shown th a t canonical and path-integral approaches may 
yield different results, thus resolving the ‘convexity problem ’. We discuss the transferral of these treatm ents 
to  Minkowskian space-time, which also necessitates a careful discussion of precisely which field configurations 
give the dom inant contributions to  the path  integral. In particular, we study the effective potential for the 
N  =  1 linear sigma model.
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1
2 Introduction
In general literature on Q FT (in Minkowski space-time) it is stated  th a t an effective potential is always 
real and convex [1-20]. This statem ent seems to  have its origin in Euclidean space-time, where it can be 
proven rigorously [3,6,9,21,22]. After having proven convexity for the effective potential (and even for the 
whole effective action) in the Euclidean case one then assumes th a t the proof can be continued to  Minkowski 
space-time.
In Euclidean space-time Q FT there occurs the so-called convexity problem [1,8,10,11,19,21,22]. W hen 
one computes the effective potential in the canonical (perturbative) way one finds a non-convex result for 
models which have a non-convex bare potential (like the N  = 1  linear sigma model). Also this effective 
potential is complex in certain regions. This seems to  contradict the general proof th a t an effective potential 
is always convex and real. As soon as one realizes th a t this proof originates in the path-integral approach, 
the problem is resolved. Indeed, when com puting the pa th  integral, and including all m inima of the bare 
potential, one finds a real and convex effective potential. (See e.g. [8,10,11,21,22].) Thus the convexity 
problem is only apparent, and is resolved by realizing th a t canonical and path-integral results are different. 
There is one subtlety here: the canonical and path-integral result coincide if only one minimum is taken into 
account in the path  integral; bu t this seems to  imply th a t the path-integral result can also lead to  non-convex 
potentials. In fact, the convexity theorem  is essentially non-perturbative, and a perturbative approximation 
to  the path  integral m ay well be non-convex, especially since the convexity breaks down together with the 
perturbation  series.
Let us now tu rn  to  the case of Minkowski space-time. In the canonical approach the effective potential is 
readily computed, and in fact coincides with the Euclidean one. This is not unreasonable since the effective 
potential is defined a t vanishing external momenta. On the other hand, it is therefore neither everywhere 
real nor convex. It therefore becomes im portant to  investigate whether the path-integral approach can cure 
these defects as it does in the Euclidean case.
In moving the path  integral from the Euclidean to  the Minkowski realm, it m ust be realized th a t we need 
to  reappraise the most im portant contributions to  it. In the Euclidean case we are dealing with a simple 
probability density, and it is trivially seen th a t the minima of the action furnish the largest contribution, 
while the maxima actually give the smallest possible contribution. On the basis of this argument, th a t is 
already valid at the tree level, one always concentrates on the minima alone.
In the Minkowski case things are drastically different. Each pa th  now contributes a complex phase, which 
not only invalidates the convexity argum ent as given in [3,6 ,9,21,22], bu t also implies th a t the relevance 
of certain pa th  configurations can only be argued from constructive interference between neighboring paths. 
This is of course well known: the stationary paths are the most im portant. However, this argum ent applies, 
a t the tree level, to  minima and m axima alike, and there would appear to  be no reason to  disregard the 
maxima of the potential. We shall investigate this question in detail, and show th a t any maxima can, in 
fact, be safely neglected bu t only because of (a) loop effects, and (b) the presence of the ¿e-prescription. 
This last fact may come as a surprise bu t it ought to  be realized th a t the ¿e-prescription appears precisely 
during the Wick transition from Euclidean to  Minkowski space-time in order to  regulate the path  integral.
In this paper we shall also investigate the N  =  1 linear sigma model (LSM) in Minkowski space-time 
using the pa th  integral approach, and compute the effective potential in perturbation  theory. This enables 
us to  conclude to  w hat extent this effective potential is real and convex.
3 W hich E xtrem a C ontribute
In general Q FT calculations one never considers what happens around the maximum. Here we will see why 
and show th a t the generating functional, when perturbatively expanded around a maximum, goes to  zero 
in the limit of the space-time volume i  ^  <x. To this end we will first expand the generating functional 
around a general extrem um  and then consider what happens in particular around a maximum.
A generating functional for one scalar field generically looks like:
Z  =  ƒ ZV exP^  j ddx Q  - V(ip(x)) + ¿ e ^ 2 ( x ) ^  (1)
2
Here we included an ¿e-term to  make the pa th  integral well defined. If we also include counter term s the 
generating functional generically looks like:
z =  J Vifi exp ^  ƒ  ddx Q  + \^>z {dllLp{x)f -V{<p{x)) - 5V{<p{x)) + ie<p2( x ) ^ (2 )
Here 5 V includes the mass and coupling constant counter terms.
Now we will expand the action around an extrem um  <pe of the bare potential V . Defining
<£>(x) =  Ve +  n(x) , (3)
we get:
Z  =  I V-q exp ( \ I  ddx ( ^  (d ^ {x ))2 +  \^>z {d^{x ))2 +
. 1  d2V 2 1  d3 V 3
“  V{ (Pe)  ~  2 V ( ^  V {X)  '  6  »? ( * )  +  • • •  +
-  SV(lfie) - ~j~~ (^e) Tj{x) - rj2{x) +  . . . +
¿e^ 2 +  2ie^e^(x) +  ierj2 (x) M  (4)
If we are dealing with a maximum of V we have th a t
d2V  
di p2
whereas for a minimum we have th a t
(Ve) =  M 2 <  0 , (5)
d2 V
—  (lfe) =  M 2 > 0 .  (6 )
In this paper we will only consider one loop effects, so we will keep only the Gaussian term s in the 
generating functional. This means we discard all interaction terms, and all G reen’s functions com puted from 
our generating functional will be correct up to  one loop. In this approxim ation the generating functional 
around one extrem um  becomes:
J T>rj exp J ddx Q  (d^r](x))2 -  ^(M 2 -  2 ie) r]2(x) + 2 ie<fer](x)^j  ^ (7)
The pa th  integral in the second line can be performed by first completing the square to  get rid of the n-term  
and then shifting the n-field by
¿e^e
\M2 - ie
(8 )
Notice th a t this is a complex shift, such th a t the n-integrals now run through the complex plane. However, 
because the function integrated over is analytic and vanishes at n =  ± ro  (because of the ¿e-term) we can 
bring the n-integrals back to  norm al integrals over the real line. In this way the generating functional 
becomes:
¿ i  ¿ i  i e  2 ¿ i  e 2 v 2Z  «  exp  —-r-  V(ipe) ---- —SV(ipe) ---- e
h h h ^ e % b M 2 - ie2J
ƒ  Vr] exp ^  ƒ  ddx Q (df,r](x))2 - ^  (M 2 -  2ie) r]2(x) ) ) (9)
3
Using
Vq  exp ^ ƒ ddx Q ( d ^ f  - I m 2V2^  ~  exp ƒ Ä ln ^  “ M^) (10)
we find finally:
, ¿Q . ü  Qe 2 ¿Q e2 ^ 2 Z  «  exp — — V(cpe) — — 6V(cpe) ---- ~
h y^ eJ h y^ eJ h , e h i jw 2  -  ie
~ Q 7 ~ \2 (2t t )6XP ( _ ^ ( ^  ln ~ M<2 +  2*e))
3.1 The M axim um
Now we will consider what happens in the case (5). The integral in (11), after doing a Wick ro tation  becomes: 
1I  = ƒ ddk ln (k2 — M2 +  2 *e) =  ’ J däkß In {—k2E — M 2 +  2 *e) (1 2 )(2 n )d J  (2 n)
To evaluate it we say:
5  - ƒ  =  - 2 M — ^ - r  [  ddkE 1<9M (27r)d J b -k% -  M 2 +  2 ie
¿ n d/ 2  t d/2 - 1
=  2M — —r — —— dt ----- — ;----—  (13)
(2 7 r)d r(d/2) J o  t  +  M 2 — 2 *e
To evaluate the t-integral we use integral 3.194, 3 from [23]. Notice th a t in order to  use this formula we have 
to  choose
|arg (M 2 — 2¿e) | <  n  . (14)
This will become very im portant to  see what the im aginary part of the t-integral is, which will in tu rn  decide 
whether generating functional around a maximum goes to  zero or not.
We find:
J m 1 =  2 M (3 i7 7 2 r ( 1 - ‘ i / 2 ) ( M 2 - 2 ‘ £ ) ‘V 2 _ 1
1  =  _ ( 47 r) d / 2 r ( _ c i / 2 ) ( M 2  ~ 2 i£ )  7 ( 1 5 )
Now we are interested in the real pa rt of this expression. This can be worked out explicitly for any d, from
1 to  4. Remember th a t for d >  4 the theory is not renormalizable anymore, so we will not consider these 
cases. Notice th a t for the odd dimensions (15) contains no singularities, so we can ju st pu t d to  1 or 3. For 
the even dimensions it does. These singularities are always purely im aginary and thus uninteresting for our 
purpose. Also these singularities are of course cancelled by the counter terms. So for dimensions 2 and 4 
the second term  in the expansion around d =  2 or 4 is im portant.
In this way one can see th a t I  is purely im aginary when M 2 >  0. Also one can see th a t the real pa rt of 
I , for the case M 2 <  0, is always positive. This means th a t for a maximum we have that:
lim Z  «  exp ^-^-V(<pe) - ‘^ -SV(<pe) j  exp
Z  n—3° 0 (16)
Thus the maximum never gives a contribution to  the complete pa th  integral.
Notice th a t this proof is quite general, as soon as on has an extrem um  of the potential where one direction 
has a negative second derivative (i.e. negative mass) the contribution of this extrem um  goes to  zero because 
of the quantum  fluctuations and the ¿e-prescription.
4
4 T he N  =  1 LSM
Now we will consider the N  = 1  LSM and calculate the effective potential and some G reen’s functions.
The bare action of the N  = 1  LSM, including a source term , is:
S =  J ddx Q (<9 m ^ ) 2 +  ^ W 2 -  + > (17)
where A >  0 and ^  >  0, to  have a non-convex bare potential. We limit ourselves to  the case where J  is 
constant over space-time, since we are only interested in the effective potential and not the complete effective 
action. Also notice th a t we included an ¿e-term in the action again, to  make the path  integral well defined.
4.1 The Effective Potential
To calculate the effective potential we first need the renormalized generating functional Z  ( J  ). So first we 
introduce renormalized quantities in the usual way:
’ Z = l  + Ôz
yU,R =  yU,Z — 6t
Ar  =  AZ2 -  Sx (18)
The source J  is renormalized as:
J R =  \[ZJ (19)
By renormalizing J  in this way we ensure th a t by taking derivatives with respect to  J R we obtain the 
renormalized G reen’s functions. From here on we will drop the superscript R, understanding th a t we always 
work with renormalized quantities. The action becomes:
S =  [  ddx +  yuip2 - ^-cp4 +  Jcp + iecp2_ 2 v ' 2 r r 2 4 1
\ b z  ( d ^ f  +  ■ (2 0 )
Notice th a t, in principle the e in here is different than  the e in (17) because of the renorm alization, however 
since e will go to  zero at the end anyway we will not write this difference explicitly.
Looking at the first line of (20) (excluding the ¿e-term) we notice we have to  distinguish between three 
cases: j  >  <  j  <  1^1 and J  <  _ |H | .  Here « is given by:
^  (21)
For the first and last case the bare potential has one minimum, for the second case it has two minima and 
a maximum.
: j > f s
For this case the bare potential has only one extremum, which is a minimum. This minimum, which we 
denote by v+  satisfies
-  ¡j>ip+ +  — — J  =  0 , (22)
and is given explicitly by
/  /---------------------------- \  2 / 3„ 108^- +  1 2 ,/8 1 -A i -  1 2 ) + 1 2_  v V fiv ' V [i2v2 J 1
6 ( 7  / --------72-------------V /3  '( 1 0 8 ^  +  1 2 ^ 8 1 ^ - 1 2 )
5
Z (J )  =  I I V  exp (24)
Introducing the field n, which indicates the deviation of the ^-field from the minimum y>+,
v (x) =  v+  +  n (x ) , (25)
we can use the general result ( 1 1 ) to  compute the generating functional around one specific extrem um  in the 
case of the N  =  1 LSM. For the bare potential V and the counter term s in (11) we use of course:
v  (v) =  Vo(v) — J v  
< ^ )  =  - ^ 2 +  ^ 4 , (2 6 )
with
=  ~ 2 ^ LP2 +  2 4 • (27)
The generating functional becomes:
Now the generating functional is given by:
1 , 2  ^  4 __________£ V +Z (J )  *  exp - V0(<p+) +  ie<p+ +  - S ^ + - -<p+ - ^  ^  ^
6XP (“^ (¿p ƒd<lk M  ^ M (3^  “ 0 + 2*£ ) (28)
The counter term s in the first line and the whole second line we recognize as the one-loop effective 
potential Vi from the canonical approach. (For formulas giving this one-loop effective potential see [1,22].) 
So finally our result becomes:
Z (J )  «  exp ^J<p+ - V0(y>+) -  Vi(y>+ ) +  3^ ^ , 2  ^
Now we can obtain the ^-tadpole for constant source:
(<p)(J) =  - ¿ f e l  A i n Z ( j )  «  _  dV^  d£+  + 0 {e) for J  >  ~ J=  (30)
This is ju s t the canonical result, which is expected to  hold true if there is only one minimum.
Of course the treatm ent for the case J  <  —1 ^ | is completely similar to  the case treated  here, also in this 
case there is one minimum, y>-, and the result for the tadpole is:
{{p)[J) *  v -  ~ 0J + ° {e) i o i J < ~ ^ k  (31)
with
/  /----------------------- \  2/ 3,, -1 0 8 ^ -  +  12a/ 8 1 4 ^  -  1 2 ) + 1 2
_  ; ------------------------------, .173—  •( - 1 0 8 ^  +  1 2 ^ 8 1 ^ - 1 2 )
4 1 -2  - t S < J < t S
In this interesting region we have three extrem a of the first line of (20) (excluding the ¿e-term). Two are 
minima and one is a maximum. In this region for J  it is convenient to  param eterize the constant source J  
as follows: 2^/y . n n  , .
3 7 I S m ( “ 6 - 6  ( ^
6
Now the two minima of the first line in (20) are given by:
2 v /  n \  .
Vi  = ^ s m(a ± s)  (34)
The maximum is given by:
2 v  ■ipo = ---- — sin a  (35)v 3
If we assume th a t the extrem a do not communicate, a good approxim ation for the generating functional 
Z  ( J  ) is given by
Z  (J)  «  Z+ (J)  +  Z - ( J ) +  Z o(J) (36)
where Z+, Z_ and Z 0  are respectively the Gaussian approximations to  the generating functional around the 
plus-minimum, the minus-minimum and the maximum.
Now we know from section 3 th a t the maximum never gives a contribution, i.e.
Zo n—?  0 , (37)
so we can discard Z 0  im m ediately from the formula above.
The generating functionals Z + and can be calculated in the same way as we did for the case J  >  | ^ |
We find:
Z±(J) «  exp I l- tt i Jcp± - V0& ±) -  V f e )  +  ietpl - j  j  (38)
We know th a t the canonical one-loop effective potential V\{ip) becomes complex for ip2 <  everywhere 
else it is real [1,22]. So V1 (v±) is always real. In Z0, V1(^ 0) would be complex, indicating also th a t Z 0  goes 
to  zero as i  ^  ro, as was dem onstrated explicitly in section 3.
Notice th a t Z± are bo th  merely phase factors (if we ignore the small ¿e-terms). This means th a t in the 
whole interval —1 ^ | <  J  <  | ^ |  both m inima contribute. This is completely different from the Euclidean 
case, where, for large i ,  Z+ dom inates for J  >  0 and Z -  dom inates for J  <  0.
Also at higher than  Gaussian (i.e. one-loop) order Z± will remain phase factors. One can see this by 
writing down the n-loop vacuum bubbles for Z ± ( J ) for constant source J , which are purely imaginary. 
These vacuum bubbles then exponentiate and one is left with a pure phase. Thus the physics does not 
change fundam entally a t higher order.
Notice also th a t, because bo th  Z+ and Z -  can be w ritten in term s of the canonical effective potential, 
the same set of (canonical) counter term s suffice to  make the generating functional and G reen’s functions 
finite. This is of course a necessary condition for the path-integral results to  make sense at all.
To calculate Z  further define:
a = \ (cP++V-) , P =  \{v+ - V-) ,
5 =  + f iv - ))  , 7 =  ^ ( ƒ(<£>+) -  ƒ(<£>-)) ,
A° =  l  (Vo(<P+) + V0(<p-)) , A  ^=  \ (Vi(^ ’+) +  (¥>-)) ,
Bo =   ^(V0(<p+) - V0(<p-)) , S i  =  J -  V i(*,_)) , (39)
with
Then we can write:
\jiieif2 (Zif2j v 2 — l)
f i v )  EE f 7 ; 2 y r2 , 1 , : 7 . (40)
7)jJL  [ôLpZ / V Z — 1 )  — IE
Z±( J ) = e x p [ ^ Q ( J ( a ± ß ) - ( A 0 ± B 0) - ( A 1 ± B 1) + ( ö ± 1)) ) (41)
7
Z(J) «  2 exp ( — Q (Ja  — Aq — A\ + 5) J cos f  — (Jß — Bq — B\ + 7 ) (42)
For the ^-tadpole we find:
te > (J ) - " s i i 1" 2
dA i <95 /  d B i ö7 \  „-  «  -  +  ^ 7  +  * ( ß ~ ~öJ  +  ) tan  ( t W  -  ßo -  ß l  + 7 )d J  d J  
dA i
d J +  i ß  -
Ö ß i"äJ 2 ^vtan  ( — (J/? - B 0 - B\) ) +  0(e) for < J  < 2 ^v3a/3
(43)
This result for the ^-tadpole is p lotted in figures 1 and 2, for all J-regions, and for dimension d = 1 .  In 
figures 3 and 4 the ^-tadpole is p lotted for d =  4.
=  a  —
Figure 1: The real part of the (^-tadpole as a function of J  for h =  0.01, ¡j  =  v =  1, Q =  100 and 
dimension d =  1 .
F irst notice the singularities in the tadpole at the J-values J  =  ± | ^ | -  Both the real and im aginary 
p art of the result for the case —1 ^ | <  J  <  | ^ |  blow up at the boundaries. This is understood by realizing 
th a t, for example at J  =  +  | ^ | ,  the derivative of Vi (y>_) with respect to  J  blows up because blows 
up there. Physically one can say th a t, a t J  =  + |^ § ,  the minimum becomes so unstable th a t pertu rbation 
theory can no longer be used. Thus what happens exactly at the points J  =  ± | ^ |  cannot be understood 
within perturbation  theory. The singularities we see might even be artifacts of pertu rbation  theory, however 
w ithout exactly calculating the pa th  integral at this J-value one cannot resolve this problem, and we shall 
not go into this further.
Secondly notice th a t the ^-tadpole contains a heavily oscillating im aginary part. The larger i  becomes, 
the faster the tangent in (43) will oscillate, and the closer the singular points will lie together. One might 
say th a t this im aginary part has to  be interpreted as a distribution, i.e. th a t it has to  be weighed with a test 
function. In th a t case the im aginary part vanishes as i  ^  ro, and the ^-tadpole is purely real.
Finally we can say th a t if the singularities a t the J-values J  =  ± | ^ |  are artifacts of perturbation  theory,
and the actual result gives a nice interpolation between J-values ju s t below and above J  =  and if the
im aginary part of the tadpole indeed goes to  zero as i  ^  ro, then we have a purely real and monotonically 
increasing result for the ^-tadpole. In th a t case the effective potential is also real and convex. However,
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Figure 2: The im aginary part of the (^-tadpole as a function of J  for % =  0.1, ¡a , =  ^, v =  1, £1 =  5 and 
dimension d =  1 .
on the other hand, if these two conditions are not satisfied, the effective potential is not real and convex, 
it might not even exist perturbatively. This is not as strange as it sounds. Of course all G reen’s functions 
exist, and one might argue th a t the effective potential is related to  a sum over all 1PI Green’s functions, 
and therefore m ust also exist. However, it is not clear whether the sum of all 1PI G reen’s functions is a 
convergent one in case of the path-integral approach.
4.2 The Green’s Functions
Now we calculate the Green’s functions of the model, also taking into account bo th  minima (and not the 
maximum) and making the Gaussian approximation.
F irst we com pute the tadpole:
Here (n>± ( J ) is given by:
ƒ Vip ip(x) e»s (J °) 
ƒ  T>ip eB"S('J = 0 )
(y>+(0) +  (??(x))+ (0))Z+ (0) +  (y_(0) +  (??(x))_(0))Z_(0) 
Z+ (0) +  Z_(0)
<p±(J) + {v)±(J) =  - - — ]nZ±( J ) .
(44)
(45)
This is ju s t the n-tadpole from the canonical approach. Now we know:
V±(0) =  ± v 
Z±(0) =  Z+
<n>±(0 ) =  ± (n )+ (0 )
So we find
<v(x)> =  0 .
(46)
(47)
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Figure 3: The real part of the (^-tadpole as a function of J  for h =  0.01, ¡j  =  ^, v =  1, Q =  100 and 
dimension d =  4.
In the same way we can find the two-point G reen’s function.
ƒ V(p ip{x)ip{y) es~s (J=cl) 
ƒ T>ip eS"s (J = 0 )
{(<P+ + V(x))(<p+ + r](y)))+(0)Z+(0) +  ((y>_ + rj(x))(ip- +  r](y)))-(0)Z-(0)
Z + (0 )  +  Z _ ( 0 )
v 2  +  2 v(n>+(0) +  <n(x)n (y )>+(0)
v 2  +  2 v(n>+(0) +  <n(x)n (y )>+(0) (48)
Here <n(x)n(y)> + (0) is again ju st the n-propagator from the canonical approach.
Clearly the tadpole and the connected ^-propagator (it is questionable whether one can still call this a 
propagator) are different from the result of the canonical approach. Notice however th a t the even complete 
Green’s functions are identical in bo th  approaches. (By complete we mean disconnected plus connected 
pieces.) This is due to  the fact th a t in the N  = 1  LSM we only have two minima, summing over these 
m inima for the even complete G reen’s functions leaves them  the same. In the path-integral approach the 
odd complete Green’s functions are zero, because of the symmetry.
Because in the path-integral approach the odd complete G reen’s functions are zero, and the even ones are 
identical to  the canonical complete G reen’s functions a check with the Schwinger-Dyson equations is trivial. 
If the canonical G reen’s functions satisfy the S-D equations (and they do) then the path-integral G reen’s 
functions will also satisfy them, because the S-D equations are linear.
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